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Abstract
Background. The original method of gradual adaptation (GAM) presented here was meant to influence the moth−
er−child dyad. In social situations involving the little child (such as being seen by a doctor), direct contact with each
person of the dyad takes place at a different level (it, so to speak, splits). A diagnostic process and medical proce−
dures directly concern the child, whereas everything related to understanding the appointment situation is directed
to the mother. Due to this split, some space for the mother−child emotional exchange is made between the
child’s conscious level of comprehension and his/her readiness to undergo some medical procedures. 
Objectives. The purpose of our research was to evaluate the own gradual adaptation method as used for under three
years old children, where particular attention was paid to the effect it had on their mothers’ attitude and behaviour. 
Material and Methods. The study, where three successive dental visits were videoed and then analysed by psy−
chologists, involved 33 mother−child dyads. The mothers’ level of anxiety (DAS scale), their apprehension about
their children (original scale) as well as their confidence in the dentist were measured as the indexes of the attitude
towards dental treatment. 
Results. The statistically significant increase in the children’s co−operative and their mothers’ neutral attitude was
observed. The occurrence of some important behavioural changes was also revealed by the comparison of the
mothers’ anxiety, their apprehension about their children and their confidence in the dentist before and after the
adaptation programme. 
Conclusion. The research results provided the evidence in support of the efficiency of the evaluated method. The
mother is included in a diagnostic process, deepens her knowledge. More understanding makes her a thera−
pist’s partner. This is how the results of therapeutic activity get a chance to consolidate (Dent. Med. Probl. 2009,
46, 2, 219–228).
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Streszczenie
Wprowadzenie. Własna metoda stopniowej adaptacji (MSA) polega na oddziaływaniu na diadę matka−dziecko.
W sytuacjach społecznych (takich jak wizyta u lekarza), które dotyczą małego dziecka, bezpośredni kontakt z każ−
dą z osób w diadzie przebiega na innym poziomie (niejako rozwarstwia się). Postępowanie diagnostyczne i zabie−
gi odnoszą się bezpośrednio do dziecka, wszystko to, co dotyczy rozumienia sytuacji, jest kierowane natomiast do
matki. To rozwarstwienie sprawia, że między poziomem świadomym (rozumienia) a gotowością do poddawania
się zabiegom jest miejsce na wymianę emocjonalną w relacji matka−dziecko.
Cel pracy. Ewaluacja własnej metody adaptacji dzieci poniżej 3 roku życia, ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem
wpływu, jaki wywiera na zachowanie i postawę matki.
Materiał i metody. Badaniem objęto 33 diady – matki z dziećmi do trzeciego roku życia. Trzy kolejne wizyty by−
ły nagrywane i analizowane przez psychologów ze względu na zmiany zachowania dziecka i matki. Mierzono rów−
nież poziom lęku matki (skala DAS), jej obawy o dziecko (skala własna) i zaufania do lekarza (skala DBS), jako
wskaźników postawy wobec leczenia dentystycznego.



Despite the enormous progress in dentistry,
the dental visit continues to be considered the
symbol of an unpleasant experience. The expecta−
tions related to its course are usually filled with
fear, which in turn enhances pain and disrupts con−
tact with the dentist. As a result, such an experi−
ence might become even really unpleasant to con−
firm the expectations and increase the patient’s
anxiety. 

In many countries, under three years old
patients often undergo dental procedures against
their will, with the aid of pharmacological tech−
niques and they are physically or mechanically
immobilised. These ways of performing dental
procedures result in accumulation of their aversive
healthcare−related experience. 

This is why shaping positive attitude to treat−
ment is, at least as referred to the youngest gener−
ation of patients, such an essential question.
However, it is not an easy task because in the
course of the dental visit, the little child, who is
usually unaware of the meaning of the event
he/she is participating in, is likely to manifest
some impeding or even obstructive behaviours.
Left alone with a stranger in the surgery, and often
suffering from separation anxiety, they are
opposed to any contact with the dentist. Thus, the
dental treatment of the children from this age
group should take place in their mothers’ presence
[1–3], which, however, might either facilitate or
impede the dentist’s performance. The dentist
should skilfully control the empathetic transmis−
sion between the mother and her child, because,
even contrary to her conscious intention, the moth−
er empathetically transfers her emotions such as
fear, anxiety or confidence in the dentist, to her
child with whom she identifies. Therefore, the co−
operation with the mother−child dyad seems to be
the possible best solution.

A dyad, especially the dyad of people who are
in permanent close contact, is a social system, and,
as it is widely known, quality of a system cannot
be reduced to its components. Thus the dyad is
a particular set of people with its peculiar proper−
ties, which cannot be described using a model
applied to the individual [4]. The systemic

approach, ie the employment of the dyad model
[5], appears to be necessary to study the develop−
mental processes, where the essential part is
played by social influence. A human being’s psy−
chological development is only possible in the
human environment. A direct and close relation−
ship with a single carer (mother), is its most
important component. This is a prototype bond,
which conveys to children their carers’ qualities
and their attitude to the world.

Systemic (supraindividual) properties of the
dyad are expressed at the level of interaction pat−
terns within the so called field of shared meanings.
The interaction, i.e. co−operation requiring agree−
ment, is shaped starting from the earliest stages of
development [6]. It effects the child’s characteris−
tics and the mother herself. Before the level of ver−
bal communication is reached by the child, the
interaction is dominated by empathetic transmis−
sion and mutual adjustments of emotions. First of
all, the content of the field of common meanings is
formed by the mother’s expectations, as she is
a far more experienced partner of such communi−
cation processes. Such expectations are self−ful−
filled [7].

In social situations involving the little child
(such as being seen by a doctor) direct contact
with each person of the dyad takes place at a dif−
ferent level (it, so to speak, splits). A diagnostic
process and medical procedures directly concern
the child, whereas everything related to under−
standing the appointment situation is directed to
the mother. Due to this split, some space for the
mother−child emotional exchange is made between
the child’s conscious level of comprehension and
his/her readiness to undergo some medical proce−
dures. 

Although different experiences are collected
by little children, we cannot say about the forma−
tion of their attitude towards medical treatment
until the object of such attitude is crystallised – i.e.
when the cognitive structure (representation),
which controls the category of the situations
labelled as “seeing a dentist” (or more generally
“seeing a doctor”) is shaped. Until then children
will undoubtedly be seen by doctors on the initia−
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Wyniki. Podczas kolejnych wizyt dentystycznych zaobserwowano zwiększone wzrost zachowań współpracują−
cych u dzieci, a u matek zachowań neutralnych. Różnice te okazały się istotne statystycznie między drugą a trze−
cią wizytą dentystyczną. Wyniki pomiaru własnego lęku dentystycznego matki, a także związanej z tym obawy
o dziecko i poziomu zaufania do lekarza przed rozpoczęciem adaptacji dziecka i po jego zakończeniu wskazują na
istotne zmiany.
Wnioski. Wyniki wskazują na dużą skuteczność metody, a zmiana postawy matki gwarantuje jej trwałość. Matka,
włączona w proces diagnostyczny, poszerza swoją wiedzę. Rozumiejąc więcej, staje się partnerem terapeuty w pro−
cesie zmiany. Tym samym rezultat pracy terapeutycznej ma szansę utrzymać się (Dent. Med. Probl. 2009, 46, 2,
219–228). 

Słowa kluczowe: metoda adaptacji dzieci do leczenia dentystycznego, lęk dentystyczny, diada matka−dziecko.



tive of their mothers’ and under their control. The
mother will be responsible for all treatment−relat−
ed decisions and the quality of co−operation with
the doctor. Therefore, all subsequent experiences
building up the child’s attitude will be formed in
the context of this relationship. Good co−operation
with the doctor is, to a large extent, dependent on
the mother’s attitude, and particularly on the con−
tent of her expectations related to her child’s ill−
ness and its treatment. If she herself is afraid of the
dentist, she will empathically transfer this attitude
to her child. This process can be stopped provided
that this transmission channel is blocked or the
intensity of her emotions is reduced. 

The method of gradual adaptation (GAM) to
dental treatment was meant for under three years
old patients. It is aimed at gaining co−operation of
the children whose verbal communication is not
developed enough to have applied the techniques
appropriate for pre−schoolers (e.g. tell−show−do
method). The method includes a number of steps,
which are used flexibly depending on the
child’s preliminary and current readiness to start
co−operation [3, 8, 9].

While working with the mother−child dyad,
the dentist makes them seat in a special way so that
he could control the flow of emotions, which they
send to each other, in order to reinforce the empa−
thy of concern and block the transmission of fear.
The mother is seated on the dental chair with her
child on her lap. The child’s back is turned to her
to enable her the tactile contact and deprive of the
eye one. As a result, the doctor, who faces them,
can control the visual channel, transmit positive
emotions (e.g. safety, approval, encouragement)
and ignore or change negative ones (e.g. anxiety,
impatience). The tactile channel, which is less sen−
sitive to subtle changes in communicated emotions
but is a better transmitter of safety, plays a role of
the positive emotional background. 

Desirable co−operative behaviours are present−
ed in a model form and children are encouraged to
imitate them. They are also reinforced with posi−
tive dentist’s emotions (smile, gesture, tone of
voice), which, in turn, present the pattern of
a model response for mothers. Initially, quite
a large range of desirable (or similar) behaviours
are reinforced. Then, reinforcements are used
more selectively to specify gradually the reactions.
Undesirable responses are extinguished through
ignoring them or through gradual desensitisation
(this is one more way of modelling the mother’s
behaviour). 

Exercises carried out at home, eg. roleplaying
a little tiger, are an important component of the
method. Between successive visits, the mother
teaches her child to open his mouth on demand,

keep it open and allow to have the upper lip lifted.
This everyday play−like exercise introduces into
the scope of interaction content of the dyad the
type of the behaviour promoted in the dental
surgery, which effects both childre and their moth−
ers. In the case of the child it is conductive to
acquiring the pattern of desired responses to den−
tal treatment. As for the mother, it suppresses her
unconscious anxiety associated with handing the
control of her child over to a stranger of whom, as
a dentist, she is afraid herself. Time is also a very
significant factor to make this method, and other
behavioural techniques, successful. One must not
hurry to move on to the successive adaptation
stages [10]. 

The purpose of the presented research was to
check the efficiency of the method for adapting lit−
tle children to dental treatment. The achievement
of the co−operation level enabling to carry out
a dental procedure is a direct index of the efficien−
cy of this method. Nevertheless, taking into
account some prospective medical experiences
and consistently with the above−mentioned idea of
the “split” of control−related functions between the
dyad participants, it can be expected that a durable
effect will result from modification of the moth−
er’s attitude, which in turn will considerably con−
tribute to her child’s behaviour and what he/she
will experience in the course of subsequent dental
visits. 

Material and Methods

The study involved 33 up−to−three−year old
children and their mothers, who, for the first time,
brought them to the dental surgery. The patients
were seen by the same female dentist in a special−
ly prepared dental office. She used her own adap−
tation method (GAM). After the mothers’ consent
had been obtained the successive visits were
videoed and then analysed by three experts (psy−
chologists), who employed precisely elaborated
criteria for evaluation the children’s and their
mothers’ behaviour [11, 12].

Seven stages of the dental appointment were
distinguished: 1. entering the surgery, 2. activities
in the dental chair, 3. conversation with the child,
4. showing a procedure, 5. carrying out a proce−
dure, 6. rewarding, 7. leaving the surgery. The
children’s behaviours during the particular stages
of their visits were evaluated and categorized as
co−operative, pre−cooperative and impeding (Table
1), which made it possible to ascribe them the fol−
lowing numerical indexes: co−operative phase
(CP) – 1 point, pre−cooperative phase (PP) – 0
points, and impeding phase (IP) – –1 point. The
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total of the score obtained by a child was a gener−
al index (the interval scale ranging from –7 to 7) of
his/her behaviour throughout the appointment.
The following generalized categories of the chil−
dren’s behaviour were distinguished: co−operative
(from 7 to 4 points), pre−cooperative (from 3 to 0
points), pre−cooperative with impediments (from
–1 to –3) and impeding (from –4 to –7) [11]. 

Similarly, within the particular stages of the
visits the number of neutral, co−operative and
impeding mothers’ behaviours were analysed
(Table 2). They were scored as follows: neutral
phase (NP) – 1 point, co−operative phase (CP) – 0
points, impeding phase (IP) – –1 point. The total
score (ranging from –7 to 7) made it possible to
assess the mothers’ behaviour throughout their
visits as neutral (from 7 to 4), co−operative (from
3 to 0), passive (from –1 to – 3) or impeding (from
–4 to –7) [12]. 

The mothers’ dental anxiety (DAS scale), their
anxiety about their children (authors’ modified
version of DAS scale, Table 3) and their confi−
dence in the dentist were measured before the first
and after the last visit [13–15]. 

The research project was given the consent
(476/2006) by the Bioethical Commission at the
Medical University of Wroclaw.

Results

The research results provided the evidence in
support of the efficiency of the evaluated method.
Both the children’s (Fig. 1) and their mothers’
(Fig. 2) behaviour changed. Throughout the last
visit the little children co−operated with the doctor
and some non−invasive procedures were possible
to be carried out. Almost exclusively co−operative
behaviours were displayed by the children in all
seven phases of the adaptation procedure (Fig. 3).
As compared with the first appointment, a signifi−
cant difference in the frequency of desirable
behaviours was clearly noticeable as early as dur−
ing the second visit with its little number of pre−
cooperative behaviours, which were predominant−
ly observed within the two initial stages of the visit
(entering the surgery and sitting on the dental
chair, Fig. 4). The same tendency concerning the
pre−cooperative behaviour was revealed by a com−
parison between the first and second visit. There
were no obstructive acts in all the stages of the last
visit, and there were significantly fewer of them
during the second appointment (Fig. 5). 

The mothers’ behaviour also altered from visit
to visit but the dynamics of the changes was dif−
ferent, and statistically significant distinctions
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were observed as late as between the second and
final appointment (Fig. 2). The high number of co−
operative behaviours in the course of the first visit
increased during the second one and considerably
diminished in the final appointment (Fig. 6). The
high number of neutral behaviours in the course of
the final visit increased (Fig. 7). The impeding
behaviours, which were not very intense even at
the beginning, were eliminated during the second
appointment and did not appear till the end of the
treatment process (Fig. 8). 

The comparison of the first and second mea−

surements of the mothers’ dental anxiety, their
apprehension about their children as well as their
confidence in the dentist indicated essential alter−
ation in their own attitude to dental treatment.
Their anxiety diminished, whereas their confi−
dence increased (Table 4).

Discussion

As it is indicated by the research results, the
adaptation programme met our expectations. Not
only the children’s behaviour was changed but
also their mothers’. First of al, their own fear,
which is a crucial component of the attitude
towards dental treatment, was reduced. Thorough
the projection process, such fear is attributed to
children to increase the mother’s anxiety and
decrease their trust in the dentist. In adults, it hap−
pens to be overcome through one’s mindful self−
persuasion, which makes it possible to carry out
a procedure but leaves the very emotions intact. 

The relations between emotions transferred
empathically within the dyad are of a feedback
character. It means that it is impossible to decide
which of those feelings are the cause of and which
of them result from the partner’s behaviour [16].
However, the responsibility for emotions experi−
enced by the child is usually (and not groundless−
ly) attributed to the person with the higher capa−
bility of controlling them, i.e. to the adult.
Although it is not always easy, the mother is able
to modify the results of her affective states. The
little child cannot do it but they very precisely read
their mothers’ feelings. Even older children, who
are capable of understanding verbal messages,
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react to emotions, if they are not harmonized with
the content of a persuasion message [17].

Psychological activities involving dyads and
systems are assumed to be addressed to the emo−
tional space spreading between individuals.
A therapist (doctor) working with a system is
able to observe and regulate the emotions trans−
ferred mutually between a group participants [18,
19]. Though most often the therapist strives to
reveal the content of a communication, the pur−
pose to achieve was different here, as it probably
was the mechanism which led to the desirable
effect. This mechanism can be reconstructed as
follows:

Conclusions
1. While working with the dyad’s emotions, at

first, the dentist “separated” the child from their
mother’s anxiety to obtain the increase in co−oper−
ative behaviour.

2. After noticing it, the mother changed her
behaviour towards neutral one (she needed neither
to help nor protect her child).

3. The further increase in the co−operation
appeared (the following message was conveyed by
the approving neutrality of the mother’s behav−
iour: “do as you are told by the doctor”).

4. While observing the child’s co−operation,
she was provided by the following feedback infor−
mation: “the child is not in danger, and the doctor
in managing well”.
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5. Such a conclusion lowered the level of her
primary anxiety for her child and increased her
confidence in the dentist.

6. These two consequences of her own anxiety
had a favourable effect on the core of her attitude
– they reduced the anxiety itself.

The reduction in the mother’s fear and modifi−
cation of her own attitude to treatment is – apart
from the direct effect of providing her child with
some positive experience – the second indirect,
but, in many respects, more important result
brought about by the presented method. The
change in the mother’s attitude guarantees the
durability of the results of the adaptation process.
During some future visits (even while being seen
by a different doctor), the child’s memory of the
first positive experience will be supported by the
favourable emotional climate created by a com−
munication coming from their mother. It makes
further similar experiences more likely to be posi−

tive, and gradually forms the representation of
dental visits as possibly unpleasant but not menac−
ing. Less anxiety is also likely to be involved in
the mother’s future dental visits as a patient. 

The practice implications which can be drawn
from the presented research have both direct prac−
tical applications and more general meaning.

1. A programme for adaptation of little chil−
dren to dental treatment should also involve their
mothers, which would contribute to consolidating
the effects of its application in children and (as
a particularly beneficial side−effect) can help the
mothers themselves to function in the dental envi−
ronment as patients.

2. The mother’s participation in dental treat−
ment and other health procedures, which are diffi−
cult for children to tolerate, can become helpful
provided that them complementary character of
dyad functioning is taken into account. 

3. A model of intervention described in the
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Table 1. The characterization of the children’s behaviour observed in particular phases of the visit.

Tabela 1. Charakterystyka obserwowanych zachowań dziecka podczas danej fazy

Type of children’s behaviour Characterization of children’s behaviour in dentist−child−mother triad interaction 
(Rodzaj zachowania dziecka during particular visit phases
podczas fazy) (Charakterystyka zachowań dziecka w interakcji triady lekarz−dziecko−matka/opiekun 

podczas fazy wizyty)

Co−operative Good contact with dentist (verbal and nonverbal), child is interested in dentist’s
CP = 1 point activity, obeys orders, participates in demonstrating new objects, smiles and displays

symptoms of consent to performing procedure (gestures, words)

Pre−cooperative Different contact with dentist (verbal and nonverbal), child tends to listen to rather than
PP = 0 points answer questions, however there is always turning point, visible symptoms of making

co−operation difficult such as anxiety, fear of unknown, cry, distancing themselves form
dentist, withdrawal from demonstrating new objects (regression of behaviour); decrease
in intensity of such behaviours up to complete calm is typical

Impeding co−operation Different contact with dentist (verbal and nonverbal), child does not listen and tends
IP = (–1) point not to answer questions, no clear turning point; symptoms of making co−operation diffi−

cult such as anxiety, fear of unknown, cry, distancing themselves form dentist, with−
drawal from demonstrating new objects (regression of behaviour) are visible; increase 
in intensity of such behaviours during given phase up to extremely negative ones like
hysteria, shout, escape from surgery, covering face, kicking, breaking free from mother/
carer is characteristic 

Table 2. Types of the mothers’ behaviour observed during particular phases of the visit

Tabela 2 Rodzaje obserwowanych zachowań matki podczas fazy wizyty

Type of mothers’ behaviour Characterization of mothers’ behaviour during particular visit phases
(Rodzaje zachowania matki (Charakterystyka zachowań matki podczas fazy wizyty)
podczas fazy)

Neutral Verbal and nonverbal mother’s activities enable direct child−dentist communication,
NP = 1 point mother does not interfere but accompanies, allows to contact her child, does not medi−

ate child−dentist communication, child co−operates directly with dentist

Co−operative Mother verbally and nonverbally (words, gestures, touch, embrace, cuddle), supports 
CP = 0 points dentist’s activity which reduces child’s resistance and increases their co−operation

Impeding Mother verbally and nonverbally (words, gestures, accidental reactions) impedes dentist
IP = (–1) point – interrupts in mid−sentence, is over demanding, expresses her own anxiety in words

and gestures, which results in decrease of child’s resistance and reduces their co−operation



programme for little children’s early adaptation to
dental treatment is possible to be employed in the
research on the effectiveness of psychological
therapeutic influence. Working with the dyad
would follow two basic principles, the first of

which is the application of a more general rule
saying that emotions (“visible” in interpersonal
space) characterize a present state of a system
rather than particular individuals. The second prin−
ciple would be specific to asymmetrical dyads
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Table 3. The scale of the mother’s dental anxiety about her child

Tabela 3. Skala obawy o dziecko w sytuacji dentystycznej

1. If you had to go to the dentist with your child, how would you feel about it?
I would look forward to it as a reasonably enjoyable experience.
I wouldn’t care one way or the other 
I would be a little uneasy about it 
I would be afraid that it would be unpleasant and painful
I would be extremely afraid of what the dentist will do to my child

2. When you are waiting in the dentist’s office for your child’s turn in the chair, how do you feel?
Relaxed
A little uneasy
Tense
Anxious
So anxious, that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel physically sick.

3. When you are in the dentist’s chair waiting while he starts to examine your child’s teeth, how do you feel?
Relaxed
A little uneasy
Tense
Anxious
So anxious, that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel physically sick.

4 You are waiting to have a painting procedure to your child’s teeth (varnished, impregnated). The dentist is get−
ting his/her tools ready. How do you feel?

Relaxed
A little uneasy 
Tense
Anxious
So anxious, that I sometimes break out in a sweat or almost feel physically sick

The questionnaire was prepared by the authors and is based on the DAS method. It serves to evaluate the mother’s anxiety
about their child. The tool includes 4 questions, and its answers are assessed on a scale ranging from 1 to 5. The total score
of 4 to 20 is a measure of anxiety. Four levels of anxiety were distinguished: low (4–7), medium (8–10), high (11–15) and
very high (16–20). The subject is asked to circle one answer only.

Kwestionariusz opracowany przez autora oparty na skali DAS. Służy do oceny obawy matki/ opiekuna o dziecko. Skala za−
wiera 4 pytania, a odpowiedzi są oceniane w zakresie od 1 do 5 punktów. Suma punktów 4–20 stanowi miarę obawy. Wy−
różnia się 4 poziomy obawy: niski (4–7 punktów), średni (8–10 punktów), wysoki (11–15 punktów), bardzo wysoki (16–20
punktów). Ankietowany zaznacza wyłącznie jedną odpowiedź.
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(with highly varied levels of interpersonal compe−
tence) such as a mother−child (especially a little
one) dyad. This principle is based on the observa−
tion that the doctor’s contact with dyad “splits” so
that the child becomes an influence receiver,
whereas his/her mother is a partner in the process
of informing and receiving information, under−
standing symptoms and searching for remedies. 

Contemporary psychotherapy rests on the con−

viction that the therapist’s task is to help the
patient direct their own lives consistently with
their beliefs. Similarly, in the case of the little child
therapy should be aimed at helping the mother so
that she could gain the ability to direct her
child’s development. 

While witnessing her child being diagnosed,
the mother is shown what his/her troubles are like
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Table 4. The mothers’ own dental treatment−related experiences

Tabela 4. Własne doświadczenia matek związane z leczeniem dentystycznym

Level of mothers’ dental anxiety (DAS scale) Study I Study II
Poziom lęku dentystycznego matki wg DAS (Badanie I) (Badanie II)

n/N % n/N %

Low (4–7 pts) 5/33 15.1 10/33 30.3%

Medium (8–11 pts) 12/33 36.4 18/33 54.6

High (12–20 pts) 16/33 48.5 5/33 15.1

Total 33 100.0 33 100.0

Levels of significance [p < 0.01; χα
2 = 9.21; p < 0.05; χα

2 = 5.99] χ2 = 8.63; p<0.05

Level of mothers’ anxiety about their children 
(Poziom obawy matki o dziecko)

Low (4–7 pts) 15/33 45.5 27/33 81.8

Medium (8–10 pts) 15/33 45.5 6/33 18.2

High (11–15 pts) 3/33 9.1 0/33 0.0

Very High (16–20 pts) 0/33 0.0 0/33 0.0

Total 33 100.0 33 100.0

Levels of significance [p < 0.01; χα
2 = 9.210; p < 0.05; χα

2 = 5.991] χ2 = 10.29; p < 0.01

Level of mothers’ confidence in dentist – DBS scale
(Poziom zaufania matek – wg DBS)

High (0–40 pts) 22/33 66.7 25/33 75.8

Medium (41–60 pts) 10/33 30.3 8/33 24.2

Low (61–80 pts) 1/33 3.0 0/33 0.0

Total 33 100.0 33 100.0

Levels of significance [p < 0.01; χα
2 = 9.21; p < 0.05; χα

2 = 5.99] χ2 = 1.41; p > 0.05



(the ones she cannot manage by herself) and how
to try and understand them. She is included in
a diagnostic process, deepens her knowledge,
gains a broader perspective on her child, and
restores hope. More understanding makes her
a therapist’s partner. What is achieved by an adult
patient as a competent ‘manager’ of one’s own life
(insight, understanding mechanisms of disorders,

a sense of opportunities and the will to effectuate
concrete changes), and which is impossible to be
received by the little child, is achieved by their
mothers. As a result, she is able to provide her
child with better conditions for their further devel−
opment. This is how the results of therapeutic
activity get a chance to consolidate.
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